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Reduce Operational Costs with NICE
Actimize Managed Services
Reduce operational costs
by more than 57 percent

IT resources at financial institutions are charged with maintaining
endless systems to support the financial crime programs. Adding
new solutions means additional strain, along with implementation and
maintenance activities, all while managing other day-to-day duties and
tight budgets.

Save 97 percent of
manuals costs for alert
closure

To shift this burden, NICE Actimize Managed Services is here to
help. The Managed Services offering provides support with running,
monitoring and maintaining the Actimize platform and solutions.
Whether deploying solutions on their own provisioned environment or
the Actimize cloud, clients can maximize the value of their investment
and keep future costs in check with help from NICE Actimize expert
consultants.

Achieve a 50 percent cost
savings on effort and time
to resolve incidents

Proven Cost Savings
Our Managed Services engineers have deep technical knowledge of Actimize products and solutions. By sharing this
knowledge, clients can expect to see significant cost savings from day one.
Together with fixed competitive pricing for a mutually agreed upon term, the service provides many cost advantages
over the direct employment model.
Drive Savings and Efficiency
With Managed Services, clients gain
freedom and flexibility to tackle a large
number of projects. Now, clients can
reduce the time to build and educate
an internal team so they can make an
impact faster. From batch optimization,
system upgrades and rule tuning, to
product support and infrastructure
maintenance, Actimize Managed
Services offers dramatic savings in
time and resources.

Savings Breakdown
In one analysis of account efficiencies and overall reduction in hours
consumed for each task, a client achieved an overall reduction of 57.33
percent in the total cost of maintaining and operating their Actimize AML
environment.
These savings included:
Proactive System Monitoring &
Resolution

Managed Operations

Proactive review of
effort required to
maintain environments,
leveraging our “Bulk
Alert Closure” utility

Infrastructure, Application Deployment &
Maintenance
25% cost savings on

effort & time to perform
Actimize server migrations

which saved 97% of
the previous manual
costs for alert closure

System Management
$150,000 saved through

batch optimisation

By reducing total cost of ownership,
organizations can gain maximum
value from their investment, minimizing
extraneous tasks and leading to faster
impact.

Service Requests

Daily Operations

(includes add on
specialty requests)

Regular reviews to ensure
synchronisation between
environments achieved cost

Service Requests and optimization
activities performed lead to an

savings of 48%

Service Desk
50% cost savings on effort &

annual 49% cost savings in effort

time to resolve incidents
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